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Abstract 

In this paper we define regular domination set and regular dominating  number in fuzzy graph and 

investigate some properties and bounds of regular domination number in various fuzzy graphs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Rosenfeld introduced the fuzzy graph and define several graph theoretic concepts as path, cycle and 

connectedness. Mordeson introduced the fuzzy concept of line and developed its basic properties. The 

domination in fuzzy graph was introduced by Somasundaram. He also investigates the concept of independent 

domination, total domination and connected domination in fuzzy graphs. 

In this paper we define regular domination set and regular dominating  number in fuzzy graph and investigate 

some properties and bounds of regular domination number in various fuzzy graphs. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

   

This section deals the some basic definitions of fuzzy graphs. It is useful to construct the next section.  

A fuzzy graph ),( G is a pair of functions ]1,0[: V  and ]1,0[: VV  where for all ,, Vvu 

we have ).()(),( vuvu   The fuzzy graph ),( H  is called a fuzzy subgraph of ),( G if 

)()( uu    for all Vu and ),(),( vuvu    for all Vvu , . 

For any subset S of V and let VS   Fuzzy cardinality of S is defined to be
Sv

v)( .The order p and size q of 

a fuzzy graph ),( G  are defined to be 
Vx

x)( and 
Euv

uv)( respectively.  

The degree of a vertex v to is defined by 



vu

uvvd )()(  . The minimum degree of G is 

}/)(min{)( VuudG  and the maximum degree of G is }/)(max{)( VuudG  . 

 An edge of a fuzzy graph is called an effective edge if ).()(),( vuvu  

 )()(),(/)( vuvuVvuN   is called the neighborhood of u and }{)(][ uuNuN   is called 

the closed neighborhood of u. 



)(

)()(
uNv

N vud   is called the neighborhood degree of u.  

The minimum neighborhood degree of G is }/)(min{)( VvvdG NN   and the maximum 

neighborhood degree of G is }/)(max{)( VuudG NN  . 

Let G= ( V, E) be a n IF G . A set VD is said to be a dominating set of G if every DVv  there 
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exist Du  such that u dominates v.  

Afuzzy dominating set D of a Fuzzy Graphs, G is called minimal dominating set of G if every node

Du , }{uD  is not a dominating set in G. Afuzzy domination number )(Gif of a Fuzzy Graphs, G is 

the minimum vertex cardinality over all minimal dominating sets in G.  

 

3. REGULAR DOMINATING SET 

 

In this section the idea of regular domination in fuzzy graphs and also discusses some properties 

and bounds of a regular domination number in fuzzy graphs. 

Definition 3.1 A set VS  is said to be a regular dominating set in fuzzy graphs ),( EVG if 

i) Every vertex SVu  is adjacent to some vertex in S. 

ii) Every vertex in VS  has the same degree. 

Minimum cardinality among all the regular dominating sets is called the regular domination number 

)(GR of  ),( EVG . 

Theorem 3.1: In a regular fuzzy graph ),( EVG  then every dominating set is a regular dominating set of 

),( EVG . 

Proof:Let ),( EVG  be a regular fuzzy graph. Therefore degree of every vertex in ),( EVG  are unique. 

This implies every dominating set is a regular dominating set of ),( EVG . 

 Definition 3.2 .Let 1 1 1( , )G    and 2 2 2( , )G    be two fuzzy graphs on V1 and V2 respectively with

1 2V V   . The union of G1 and G2 is the fuzzy graph G on 
1 2V V defined by 

1 2 1 2 1 2( ) ( , )G G G         where 

 
1 1

1 2

2 2

( ) if u V
( )(u)

( )

u

u if u V


 



 
   

 
and 

1 1

1 2 2 2

( ) if u, v V

( )(uv) ( ) u, v V

0

uv

uv if

otherwise



  

 
 

   
 
   

 

Theorem 3.2: Let ),( 111 EVG and ),( 222 EVG  are two fuzzy graphs. Let 
21 DandD be the minimal K-

regular dominating sets of ),( 111 EVG and ),( 222 EVG respectively. Then the regular dominating number of 

21 GG  is 2121 )( DDGGR  . 

Proof:Let ),( 111 EVG  and ),( 222 EVG are two fuzzy graphs. Assume 
21 DandD be the minimal regular 

dominating sets of ),( 111 EVG and ),( 222 EVG respectively. If every vertex 21 GGu  this implies 1Gu

or 2Gu therefore there is a vertex 
1Dv  or 

2Dv such that ‘v’ regularly dominates 21 GGu  . Since 

21 DandD be the regular dominating sets of ),( 111 EVG and ),( 222 EVG respectively. The regular 

dominating number of  21 GG   is 2121 )( DDGGR  . Hence proved. 

Example 3.1 
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Figure 3.1 

In the figure 3.1, the degree of the vertices in ),( 111 EVG and ),( 222 EVG  are 

3.0)(,2.0)(  bdad ,3.0)(,4.0)(  ddcd and ,4.0)(,3.0)(  fded ,3.0)( gd

5.0)( hd  . The regular dominating set of ),( 111 EVG and ),( 222 EVG  are },{1 dbD  and },{2 geD  .. 

The regular dominating set of )( 21 GG  is },,,{ gedbD  and the minimal dominating number of the graph 

)( 21 GG  is 5.1)( 21 GGRF . 

 Definition 3.3. Let 1 1 1( , )G    and 2 2 2( , )G    is two fuzzy graphs on V1 and V2 respectively 

with 1 2V V   . The join of G1 and G2, denoted by 1 2G G , is the fuzzy graph on 1 2V V  defined as 

follows. 

  1 2 1 2 1 2( , )G G        Where 

  
1 1

1 2

2 2

( )
( )( )

( )

u if u V
u

u if u V


 



 
   

 
and 

  

1 1

1 2 2 2

1 2 1 2

( ) ,

( )( ) ( ) ,

( ) ( ) if u V

uv if u v V

uv uv if u v V

u v and v V



  

 

 
 

   
    

 

 

Theorem 3.3: The sets 21 , DD be a regular dominating set of the fuzzy graphs ),( 111 EVG and ),( 222 EVG  
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respectively.  If order of ),( 111 EVG and ),( 222 EVG  are unique, then  2121 ,min)( DDGGR  .  

Proof: Let ),( 111 EVG and ),( 222 EVG be fuzzy graphs and The sets 21 , DD  be regular dominating sets 

of the fuzzy graphs ),( 111 EVG and ),( 222 EVG  respectively. .  If order of ),( 111 EVG and ),( 222 EVG  . This 

implies we get )()( 21 GOGO  . In 21 GG  every vertex in ),( 111 EVG is adjacent to every vertices in 

),( 222 EVG  and vise-versa. Thisimplies the sets 21 , DD are dominating sets of 21 GG  and  degree of the 

vertices in 21 GG  are 












21

12

)),()((

)),()((
)(

2

1

GvifGOvd

GvifGOvd
vd

G

G
 

Thisimplies 21 ,,,)()( DvuorDvuvdud  in 21 GG   . Hence 21 DorD  be a regular dominating 

sets of 21 GG   . Therefore the minimal dominating number of 21 GG  is   

 2121 ,min)( DDGGR   

Example 3.2: 

 

 

Figure 3.3 
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In the figure 3.2, the degree of the vertices in ),( 111 EVG and ),( 222 EVG  are 

3.0)(,2.0)(  bdad ,3.0)(,4.0)(  ddcd and ,4.0)(,3.0)(  fded ,3.0)( gd

5.0)( hd  . The regular dominating set of ),( 111 EVG and ),( 222 EVG  are },{1 dbD  and },{2 geD  .. 

The degree of the vertices in )( 21 GG   are ,9.1)(,8.1)(,7.1)(  cdbdad ,5.1)(,8.1)(  eddd

7.1)(,5.1)(,6.1)(  hdgdfd . The graph )( 21 GG  does not contain a regular dominating set since 

)()( 21 GOGO   

Conclusion: 

In this paper we define regular domination set and regular domination  number in fuzzy graph and 

investigate some properties and bounds of regular domination number in various fuzzy graphs. 
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